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Abstract
Many media platforms finance their operations through ad revenue instead
of charging their consumers a direct price. Media scholars criticize this business model, arguing that it leads to an excessive supply of popular content.
Economic models on content choice, however, predict that when raising an ad
“price” for consumers, media platforms prefer to differentiate their content.
This paper demonstrates how an increase in the number of ad breaks per
video leads to higher content differentiation between several thousand YouTube
channels. To identify a causal effect, I exploit two institutional features of
YouTube’s monetization policy to combine DiD and IV techniques. The analysis of around one million YouTube videos shows that an increase in advertising
leads to a twenty percentage point reduction in the YouTubers’ probability to
upload popular content. Moreover, I find that the effect is driven by the more
professional YouTubers in terms of their subscriber count.
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1. Introduction
The widespread use of the Internet affects media markets in at least two ways. First,
media consumption is moving online. For instance, nine-in-ten citizens both from the US
and from Europe are connected to the Internet and about a quarter of the US adults
say that they are almost constantly online (Pew Research Center 2018a, 2018b, Statista
2018).1 Second, user-generated content (UGC) is becoming more and more important.
Three out of the top five websites by Internet traffic – YouTube, Facebook, and Wikipedia
– are based on UGC2 and a growing body of evidence suggests that UGC has a large
causal impact on economic and social outcomes (Luca, 2016b). Given this distinctive role,
understanding the mechanics of online media markets is of outright importance.
A key figure in the performance of media markets is content diversity. Preferences
over media content differ substantially across different groups of consumers (Waldfogel,
2007). For instance, men and women prefer different types of media content, as do young
and old people, and consumers with different socio-economic backgrounds (e.g., Aguiar
and Waldfogel, 2014; Ferreira and Waldfogel, 2013). Hence, the more diverse the media
content, the more likely it is that all consumers’ preferences are served. The typical cost
structure of media markets, however, impedes a large product variety: fixed costs are high
and marginal costs are low.3 As a consequence, certain consumers cannot be provided
with the content they prefer, even if their willingness to pay exceeds the marginal costs of
production.
Media platforms – especially those that operate online – typically depend on advertising
revenues. Media scholars criticize this business model for exacerbating the problem of low
content diversity, arguing that it induces media platforms to duplicate popular content
to attract the maximum number of eyeballs that can be sold to advertisers (e.g., Hamilton, 2004; Herman and McChesney, 1997; McChesney, 2004). Predictions from economic
theory are, however, ambiguous. In particular, it is widely agreed that many consumers
are ad averse (Huang et al., 2018; Wilbur, 2008). Taking into account that consumers’
ad nuisance costs work similar to a direct price leads to the opposite result: when incentivized by ad revenue, media platforms prefer to differentiate their content to soften the
ad “price” competition. Empirical evidence on this puzzle is scarce.4
This paper studies the causal effect of advertising on content choice on YouTube, the
world’s most visited UGC platform.5 To identify a causal effect, I exploit two features
of YouTube’s monetization policy. First, I make use of the “ten minutes trick”, a dis1

See http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheet/internet-broadband/, http://www.pewresearch.
org/fact-tank/2018/03/14/about-a-quarter-of-americans-report-going-online-almostconstantly/, https://de.statista.com/statistik/studie/id/15441/dokument/internetnutzungin-europa-statista-dossier/. Viewed: Dec 2018.
2
See https://www.alexa.com/topsites. Viewed: Dec 2018.
3
Many digital goods such as online newspaper articles, music streams, and YouTube videos even exhibit
zero marginal costs.
4
There is one notable exception by Sun and Zhu (2013) who show that Chinese bloggers post more
popular content when incentivized by ad revenue.
5
See Section 2 for user statistics.
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continuity in YouTube’s mapping from video duration to the technically feasible number
of ad breaks per video. If a video is shorter than ten minutes, only one ad break can be
included. If the video is ten minutes or longer, however, there is no such limit. Second, the
ten minutes trick was hidden until Oct 2015, when YouTube made its existence obvious.
This allows me to compare changes in content of YouTubers whose feasible number of
ad breaks per video increased after Oct 2015 to changes in content of YouTubers whose
feasible number of ad breaks per video remained constant in a difference-in-differences
framework. To account for potential self-selection into the treatment group, I use the
YouTubers’ median video duration before Oct 2015 as an instrument for the treatment
status. The main argument is that YouTubers did not choose their video duration – and
in particular their distance to the ten minutes threshold – strategically before Oct 2015;
YouTubers who were closer to the threshold before Oct 2015, however, have a higher
probability to be treated after Oct 2015.
The analysis of around one million YouTube videos shows that an increase in the feasible number of ad breaks per video leads to a twenty percentage point reduction in the
YouTubers’ probability to upload popular content. The effect size is considerable: it corresponds to around 40% of a standard deviation in the dependent variable. Moreover, the
effect is entirely driven by the more professional YouTubers in terms of their subscriber
count. While the effect on content choice becomes larger for YouTubers who have at least
1,000 subscribers, I find no effect for YouTubers with fewer than 1,000 subscribers. This
result is plausible; the larger the audience, the more likely it is that the additional ad revenue covers the costs stemming from changing the videos’ content. In an extension, I also
analyze changes in the videos’ quality. The results are ambiguous. Although YouTubers
who have increased the feasible number of ad breaks per video receive relatively fewer
positive ratings, their videos are viewed more often. A possible explanation is that the
videos’ quality increases, but that viewers are at the same time irritated by the additional
ad breaks, which they express by a “dislike.” A broad range of robustness checks confirms
the validity of my empirical strategy and of my main results.
The results contribute to an ongoing debate on the effect of advertising on content diversity and content differentiation. To my knowledge, this is the first paper that provides
evidence of a causal positive effect of advertising on content differentiation. Thereby, it is
the first empirical paper that disagrees with the widespread opinion that the media inefficiently duplicate popular content when incentivized by ad revenue. This is an important
insight, given that the media’s options to generate ad revenue are often subject to external
regulation.6
Horizontal product differentiation has been extensively studied (see, e.g., Anderson
et al., 1992; Gabszewicz and Thisse, 1986; Graitson, 1982; Lancaster, 1990). Broadly
speaking, this literature shows that firms’ degree of product differentiation is determined
by two contrasting effects: On the one hand, a direct effect induces firms to move closer to
6

For instance, in the EU the Audiovisual Media Services Directive requires that the proportion of television
advertising and teleshopping spots within a given clock hour shall not exceed 20% (Article 23 §1).
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their competitors in order to increase their consumer base, leading to minimum differentiation (Hotelling, 1929). On the other hand, a strategic effect prompts firms to move away
from their competitors in order to soften the price competition; this leads to maximum
differentiation (d’Aspremont et al., 1979; Economides, 1986). De Palma et al. (1985) show
that if the consumers are sufficiently heterogeneous in terms of their taste parameter, the
direct effect prevails.
The analysis of content differentiation in media markets is complicated by the media’s
typical business model, however. Media platforms often finance their operations through
ad revenue instead of charging their consumers a direct price. Parallel to Hotelling’s principle of minimum differentiation, many models on media platforms’ content choice thereby
consider only a direct effect on content differentiation and thus predict the duplication
of popular content (Steiner, 1952; Beebe, 1977; Gabszewicz et al., 2001, 2002). Yet, if
consumers are ad averse, there exists a conceptual equivalence between direct prices and
consumers’ nuisance costs of advertising when advertisers all have the same willingness to
pay (e.g., Anderson and Jullien, 2016).7 Models that take this into account come to the
opposite conclusion: media platforms prefer to differentiate their content to avoid ruinous
competition in the ad “price” (Bourreau, 2003; Dukes, 2004; Gabszewicz et al., 2004; Peitz
and Valletti, 2008).89
My paper makes an important contribution to this literature. While Seamans and
Zhu (2014) show that an increase in subscription prices goes along with a higher degree of
content differentiation , this paper finds an equivalent effect when the ad “price” increases,
whereby it provides a validity check for the theoretical models presented above. Note
that my results do not contradict the results by Sun and Zhu (2013) who find that the
introduction of an ad revenue sharing program on Chinese blogs led to more duplication
of popular content. While ad breaks before or in between YouTube videos are likely to
be a nuisance to viewers, Sun and Zhu (2013) explicitly state that the ads appearing on
the bloggers’ posts are not intrusive (p. 2317), which means that Sun and Zhu (2013)
examine only a direct effect. The papers can therefore be seen as complements supporting
the plausibility of each other’s results.
Through its focus on content differentiation, this paper also adds to the literature on
preference externalities, which are a consequence of the typically low content diversity in
7

This condition is likely to be fulfilled on YouTube; advertisers pay a fixed price per impression. See
Section 2 for further information on YouTube’s monetization policy.
8
In particular, Peitz and Valletti (2008) show that subscription-free content is less differentiated than
subscription-based content; the degree of differentiation increases with consumers’ ad aversion. Bourreau (2003) comes to a similar result. In addition, he finds that content differentiation softens competition in quality.
9
One exception is Gal-Or and Dukes (2003) who find that media platforms minimally differentiate their
content, even if consumers are ad averse. The result is driven by the assumption of advertising being
informative. The intuition is as follows. When the platforms minimally differentiate their content,
advertisers choose lower levels of advertising, because the consumers are ad averse. This implies lower
levels of product information to consumers, whereby the advertisers gain higher margins on their
products. As a result, the media platforms can set higher prices for advertisers (p.292). In contrast
to that, YouTubers cannot determine the prices for advertisers, and advertisers on YouTube cannot
determine the levels of advertising.
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media markets (e.g., George and Waldfogel, 2003; Waldfogel, 2007; Anderson and Waldfogel, 2016).10 One strand of this literature explores how the occurrence of preference
externalities can be mitigated. For instance, George (2007) shows that content differentiation can be increased through ownership concentration, because owners avoid the cannibalization of their products. Ownership concentration, however, typically raises anti-trust
concerns. The present paper demonstrates that an intensified ad “price” competition
increases content differentiation, too, and thereby proposes an alternative approach to
mitigate preference externalities and let minority tastes be served.
In addition, my paper is related to the literature on two-sided markets (see Anderson and
Jullien, 2016, for a recent survey). In two-sided markets, two groups of agents interact
through a platform. The utility of one group depends on the size of the other one; in
media markets, advertisers benefit from the consumers’ presence, while consumers typically
dislike ads. YouTube is no exception to this. Thousands of independent YouTubers must
find a balance between generating ad revenue and putting off their audience. My results
on the videos’ ratings confirm that the viewers dislike the increased number of ad breaks;
this effect is, however, counterbalanced by the higher number of views the videos attract.
Finally, my work makes two contributions to the literature on UGC (see Luca, 2016b,
for a survey). The first contribution is methodical. Till date, there exist three approaches
to identify causal effects of UGC. One group of papers, including, for instance, Chevalier
and Mayzlin (2006) and Mayzlin et al. (2014), uses variation in institutional features
across UGC platforms for identification. Another approach is to exploit institutional
features within a single UGC platform (e.g., Anderson and Magruder, 2012; Luca, 2016a).11
Third, studies such as Bond et al. (2012) and Aral and Walker (2012) conduct randomized
experiments directly on UGC platforms. My paper adds to this literature by presenting a
novel identification strategy that exploits two features of YouTube’s monetization policy
to identify the causal effect of advertising on the YouTubers’ content choice. Moreover, I
apply this novel identification strategy to a unique dataset consisting of several thousand
German YouTube channels that has not been investigated before.
Second, this paper explores how monetization affects UGC. Since many other UGC platforms such as Wikipedia, TripAdvisor or Twitter do not allow their contributors to earn
money, YouTube offers a unique environment to study this question. Previous analyses
show that users contribute to UGC platforms for two main reasons: reputation (Anderson
et al., 2013; Wang, 2010; Easley and Ghosh, 2013) and beliefs about a high impact of
their contributions (Zhang and Zhu, 2011). These motives are non-pecuniary and render
it unclear whether the YouTubers react to economic incentives at all. My results demonstrate that economic considerations do play a role for YouTubers. In particular, when
incentivized by ad revenue, the YouTubers are willing to deviate from the content they
10

Preference externalities describe the phenomenon that consumers’ preferences are only served to the
extent that others share these preferences (Anderson and Waldfogel, 2016).
11
For instance, Luca (2016a) and Anderson and Magruder (2012) exploit the fact that Yelp.com presents
average ratings for restaurant rounded to the nearest half-star to implement a regression discontinuity
design around the rounding thresholds.
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provided before and that they were more intrinsically motivated to produce. Moreover,
I show that ad revenue does not necessarily improve the YouTubers’ contributions. Although the number of views goes up when a video has more ad breaks, the relative number
of positive ratings decreases.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background information on YouTube, its monetization policy, and the institutional features that the empirical
strategy builds on; a stylized example introduces the central ideas of this strategy in Section 3. Section 4 describes the data collection process and how I construct a dataset that
is suitable for the analysis outlined in Section 3. Section 5 discusses the details of the
empirical strategy; the results are presented in Section 6. Next, in Section 7, I explore the
mechanism that drives these results. Section 8 presents extensions that examine changes
in video quality and YouTubers’ notion to use clickbait in the videos’ titles. Section 9
concludes.

2. Background
YouTube is a video sharing platform founded in 2005 and acquired by Google in 2006. Its
reach is tremendous: with 800 million unique users and 15 billion visits per month it is
ranked as the second-most popular website in the world (after google.com).12 As of Oct
2018, several billion hours of video content from YouTube are watched every day.13
YouTube is based on UGC. While unregistered users are limited to watching, registered
users can actively upload, share, and comment on videos. Registered users who create
and upload videos on a regular basis are called YouTubers within the platform’s community; YouTubers, in turn, typically operate a YouTube channel under their user-name to
distribute their videos.14
In contrast to contributors to many other user-generated content sites such as Wikipedia,
TripAdvisor, or Twitter, YouTubers have the option to monetize their content; in particular, they can generate advertising revenue by permitting YouTube to show ads to viewers
before or during their videos. However, while YouTubers can permit that ads may be
shown, YouTube’s algorithm determines if and which ad is displayed to a particular
viewer. Thus, there is no direct relationship between YouTubers and advertisers.15 According to anecdotal evidence – official statistics do not exist – YouTubers earn about
three to five USD per 1,000 views per ad per video.16
Monetization via such ad breaks is not open to all YouTubers, though. First, the YouTubers’ content must be advertiser-friendly, i.e., free of violence, sex, and crime.17 In early
12

See https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/youtube.com. Viewed: Oct 2018.
See https://www.youtube.com/yt/about/press/. Viewed: Oct 2018.
14
I use the terms YouTuber and channel synonymously. Cases where one YouTuber operates more than
one channel are extremely rare and neglected in this study.
15
This statement is true for ad breaks in videos. Of course, YouTubers may also earn money through
product placement and affiliate links. In this case, there would be a contractual basis with the advertiser.
16
See https://influencermarketinghub.com/how-much-do-youtubers-make/ Viewed: Dec 2018.
17
See https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6162278?hl=en. Viewed: Dec 2018.
13
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2017, YouTube introduced a new policy of automated demonetization of not-advertiserfriendly content – also known as “adpocalypse” – that primarily aimed at videos on sensitive social issues, tragedy, or conflict.18 Second, while not bounded to a subscriber
threshold before, YouTube disabled the monetization option for YouTubers with fewer
than 1,000 subscribers in Feb 2018. This policy, too, is a reaction to advertisers’ complaints about their products to appearing next to dubious video content.19 The subscriber
threshold, YouTube argues, gives them enough information to determine the validity of a
YouTuber’s channel and to confirm that it is following the YouTube community guidelines
and advertiser policies.

20

YouTube’s monetization policy exhibits one distinctive feature, which is commonly
called the “ten minutes trick.” The ten minutes trick refers to a discontinuity in YouTube’s
mapping from a video’s duration to the technically feasible number of ad breaks that
YouTubers can permit. If a video is shorter than ten minutes, YouTubers can permit
for exactly one ad break in it. If, on the other hand, the video is ten minutes or longer,
YouTubers face no limit on the number of ad breaks.

21

Hence, the ten minutes trick can

be summarized as

1
f easible number of ad breaks =
∞

if video duration < 10 min

(1)

if video duration ≥ 10 min

While the ten minutes trick had long been a hidden feature, it gained sudden prominence
in Oct 2015, when YouTube launched a new ad break tool for YouTubers.22 The tool had
two effects. First and foremost, it made the ten minutes trick apparent. In its old version,
only a small additional input box would appear for videos exhibiting the ten minutes
threshold (A in Figure 1). In contrast to that, the option to embed additional ad breaks
is now constantly visible and points YouTubers to its existence (B in Figure 2). Second,
the editing of additional ad breaks became less cumbersome. The new tool lets YouTubers
drag ads breaks back and forth on their video time line and it also offers a preview option
to check whether the ad appears at an appropriate point in time during the video (C and
D in Figure 2), whereas the old version required typing and re-typing the exact point in
time where the ad breaks were supposed to appear (A in Figure 1).

18

Many YouTubers reported losing more than half their income in as a result of this infamous “adpocalypse.” See http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2017/12/can-youtube-survive-the-adpocalypse.
html. Viewed Dec 2018.
19
See https://turbofuture.com/internet/YouTube-Screwed-Small-YouTube-Channels-With-TheirNew-Memorization-Policy. Viewed: Dec 2018.
20
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/72857?hl=en\&ref_topic=6029709.
Viewed: Dec
2018.
21
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6175006?hl=en. Viewed: Oct 2018.
22
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z58Ed6q6xQg. Viewed: Oct 2018.
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3. Example
An ideal experiment would randomly assign some YouTubers to the option of showing just
one, and others to the option of showing several ads per video to their viewers, and then
compare the groups’ probabilities to produce popular content. Given that the YouTubers’
real life monetization settings are endogenous, however, the identification of a causal link
from advertising to content choice requires a thoughtful empirical strategy. Though highly
stylized, this section illustrates how combining the ten minutes trick with the launch of
the new ad break tool yields as good as random variation in the number of ad breaks per
video that I exploit to identify the causal effect of interest.
Figure 3 illustrates YouTube’s mapping from video duration to the technically feasible
number of ad breaks per video as described in Section 2. Consider three different YouTubers A, B, and C before Oct 2015, where A’s videos are very short, B’s videos are close
to but still below the ten minutes threshold, and C’s videos are longer than that. Hence,
while A and B may only permit for one ad break per video, C faces no such limitation.
Note that this is no regression discontinuity setting, because the YouTubers have perfect
control over their videos’ duration; in particular, C could have chosen her videos’ duration
strategically to benefit from the jump in the number of feasible ad breaks.
Next, consider the launch of the new ad break tool in Oct 2015: while C is unaffected,
A and B suddenly realize that they can dodge the limit on ad breaks by uploading videos
that are ten minutes or longer. Pushing her video duration beyond the threshold, however,
is much easier to accomplish for B than for A. This is the central idea of my identification
strategy: Although video duration is determined by the YouTubers themselves, A and
B, who were initially ignorant of the threshold’s existence, did not choose their videos’
distance to the ten minutes threshold strategically. As a consequence, the cost of moving
beyond the threshold after it became prominent – and thereby also the probability to
actually do so – is as good as randomly assigned. Hence, I can identify the effect of an
increase in the feasible number of ad breaks per video on the probability to upload popular
content by comparing B’s content to A’s content before and after Oct 2015. C, on the
other hand, is useless in this identification strategy. First, the launch of the new ad break
tool did not generate any exogenous variation in her behavior, second, the distance of her
videos’ duration to the ten minutes threshold prior to Oct 2015 is clearly not as good as
randomly assigned.
Thus, more formally, I combine DiD and IV methods, considering only YouTubers who
were below the threshold before Oct 2015. In particular, under the identifying assumption
that video duration as such has no direct impact on YouTubers’ notion to upload popular
content, I can use their videos’ duration before Oct 2015 as an instrument for being in
the treated after Oct 2015 within a DiD framework. Thus, in contrast to a RDD, I do
not compare YouTubers just left and just right to the threshold, but YouTubers who were
close to the threshold before Oct 2015 to YouTubers who were further away from it.
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4. Data
4.1. Data collection
Building on the considerations from Section 3, I collect data in several steps via the
YouTube Data API and HTML webscraping. First, I use the website channelfinder.com
to compile a list of all active German YouTube channels as of Oct 2017. Based on this
list, I collect data on the YouTuber level, including a full history of video uploads by
each YouTuber, from the YouTube Data API. Finally, I retrieve information on the video
level, including the date of upload, video duration, views, likes, dislikes, category, and
keywords. Note that views, likes and dislikes are accumulative measures; thus, I retrieve
these numbers as they are on the day of data collection.
Information on the YouTubers’ monetization settings is, unfortunately, highly limited;
the YouTube Data API, for instance, does not provide any information regarding a video’s
number of ad breaks. Moreover, YouTube technically prohibits any automated program
from collecting information “faster than a human could.”23 Hence, although the permitted
ad breaks are detectable in a video’s HTML code, a webscraper cannot crawl each single
video in the dataset within a reasonable amount of time.24 Instead, I let a webscraper
crawl twenty randomly drawn videos per YouTuber. If it detects at least one ad break
in at least one video, I classify the YouTuber as “advertising YouTuber”, and as “nonadvertising YouTuber” otherwise. This compromise lets me collect monetization data
on the YouTuber level for all YouTubers in my sample, but forgoes more fine-grained
information on the video level.

4.2. Definition of popular content
I construct a measure for popular content based on the data extracted from the YouTube
Data API. Each video is given illustrative keywords by its YouTuber – for instance, a funny
cat video would be equipped with the keywords “funny” and “cat” – which help viewers
to find them via YouTube’s search engine.25 For each month, for each video category, I
compute how many views a certain keyword has attracted and rank them in descending
order, leaving out trivial keywords such as “people” and “blog” for videos in the category
“People & Blogs” (see Table 1 for a summary of video categories and trivial keywords);
the upper one percent of the distribution is then classified as “popular.” I assign a dummy
variable that is equal to one to all videos equipped with a popular keyword.26 Note that
it is important to consider each month and each video category separately. First, what
is popular is likely to change over time, second, different video categories attract very
different audiences whose preferences need to be considered separately.
23

See https://www.youtube.com/static?gl=de\&template=terms\&hl=en. Viewed: Oct 2018.
My program pauses for ten seconds before proceeding to the next video. Crawling each video this way
would take several years.
25
In case a video is not equipped with keywords, I generate keywords from its title.
26
My approach thereby closely follows Sun and Zhu (2013), only that instead of blogs’ hashtags I use
videos’ keywords.
24
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Take March 2015 as an example. Videos from the category “Science & Technology” were
equipped with 13, 555 different keywords during that month; the most viewed keywords
are “diy”, “homemade”, and “selfmade.” In sum, 27% of all “Science & Technology”
videos uploaded in March 2015 are classified as popular.

4.3. Final dataset
In a last step, I construct my final dataset. First, I define an appropriate time horizon
for my analysis. The central event – the launch of the new ad break tool – took place
in Oct 2015. Including videos uploaded between Jan 2013 and Jan 2017 into the dataset
yields a sufficient number of before and after observations. At the same time, this choice
excludes both videos that are too old – and therefore not well comparable to more recent
ones in terms of content or duration27 – as well as videos that were too “fresh” on the
date of data collection. By leaving at least nine month between the latest upload of a
video and the data collection process (that started in Oct 2017) all videos in my dataset
can be considered as “old”, which minimizes any potential bias that may arises through
the accumulative nature of some descriptive variables such as likes, dislikes, and views.
Robustness checks using other time horizons are presented in Appendix A.4.
Second, I determine which YouTubers to include. Following the idea from Section 3, I
include only YouTubers who were likely to be unaware of the ten minutes threshold before
the new ad break tool was launched in Oct 2015. In other words, I restrict the analysis to
YouTubers who were “left” to the threshold in terms of their videos’ duration before Oct
2015 (YouTubers A and B in the example). The stylized example assumes that all videos
of a YouTuber are equally long. The distribution of video durations of the YouTubers
in my dataset is, of course, more dispersed. Thus, I define YouTubers’ “position” on the
x-axis in Figure 3 by their median video duration before Oct 2015. I keep only YouTubers
whose median video duration before Oct 2015 is smaller than ten minutes and drop all
others (YouTuber C in the example); Appendix A.5 shows some robustness checks based
on different selections of YouTubers. In addition, I keep only YouTubers who uploaded at
least one video before and after Oct 2015. Finally, as a consequence of the adpocalypse
outlined in Section 2, I drop all videos from the category “News & Politics.” The resulting
panel dataset includes 15, 877 YouTubers with 1, 349, 267 videos over a time period of 49
months. Table 2 summarizes all variables used in the main analysis.

4.4. Illustrative evidence
Having defined the final dataset, a natural next step is to inspect if the raw data support
the identification strategy outlined in Section 3. First, I assess the general effect of the
new ad break tool on the YouTubers’ video duration. If the tool made the ten minutes
27

For instance, YouTube changed its video ranking algorithm in Aug 2012. While the number of views
was previously the main determinant of a video’s ranking, this metric was replaced by watch time,
i.e., how long a viewer spends watching a particular video relative to her entire time on YouTube. See
https://creatoracademy.youtube.com/page/lesson/using-analytics. Viewed: Dec 2018.
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trick more apparent, the share of videos that are ten minutes or longer would increase
for advertising, but not for non-advertising YouTubers after Oct 2015. In addition, the
effect would be especially pronounced for video durations just above the ten minutes
threshold, because uploading videos that are just ten minutes or slightly longer suffices
to dodge shorter videos’ limit on the number of ad breaks. Figure 4 supports these
thoughts. The YouTubers’ share of videos with a duration between ten and fourteen
minutes sharply increases for advertising YouTubers after Oct 2015. Non-advertising
YouTubers, in contrast, are unaffected.
In what follows, I consider only advertising YouTubers. A further comparison of advertising and non-advertising YouTubers is problematic, since advertising and non-advertising
YouTubers are likely to act based on entirely different motives. Second, non-advertising
YouTubers had neither chance nor interest to exploit the ten minutes trick at any point
in time. Thus, they are less useful for the main purpose of my analysis, but I will come
back to them for falsification checks in Section 6.2.
Considering only advertising YouTubers, I confirm that the effect of the new ad break
tool is more pronounced for YouTubers who were close to the ten minutes threshold in
terms of their videos’ duration than for YouTubers who were further away from it. In other
words, I provide illustrative evidence for the existence of a first stage, see Section 5.2.3
for details. As the YouTubers’ distance to the threshold in terms of their median video
duration is a continuous measure, I cannot compare the trends distinct groups, though.
Instead, Figure 5 demonstrates that the increase in YouTubers’ share of videos between
ten and fourteen minutes after Oct 2015 is stronger for YouTubers whose median video
duration is around the 75th percentile of its distribution than for YouTubers whose median
video duration is around the 25th percentile of its distribution.
Next, I examine the distribution of video durations before and after Oct 2015 for the
same groups of YouTubers more closely. Figures 6 to 9 illustrate three important facts.
First, Figures 7 and 9 document that focusing on the share of videos between ten and
fourteen minutes is appropriate. The YouTubers do not start to upload videos of any
duration longer or equal to ten minutes after Oct 2015, but upload videos that just enable
them to increase the feasible number of ad breaks per video. In other words, there is
bunching just behind the ten minutes threshold. Second, analogous to Figure 5, Figures 7
and 8 confirm that the bunching after Oct 2015 is more pronounced for YouTubers with
a higher median video duration before Oct 2015. Third, Figures 6 and 8 demonstrate
that the dataset indeed only includes YouTubers who were ignorant of the ten minutes
trick before the launch of the new ad break tool, since in contrast to Figures 7 and 9, the
distributions of video durations are smooth around the ten minutes threshold.
I augment this illustrative evidence with the results from a formal McCrary test (McCrary, 2008), which is based on an estimator for the discontinuity at a given threshold
in the density function of the running variable (H0 : no discontinuity). Here, I apply a
McCrary test to obtain a measure for the discontinuity in the distributions of video durations in Figures 6 to 9. The results are displayed in Figures 10 to 13. In Figures 10, 12,
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and 13, there are only tiny discontinuities at the ten minutes threshold. In contrast, in
Figure 11, the discontinuity is much more pronounced. Estimates and standard errors of
the discontinuities can be found in Table 3.

5. Empirical strategy
This section formalizes the identification strategy outlined in Section 3.

5.1. Baseline regression
As a first step in the analysis, I define the treatment and the control group. Following
the ideas from Section 3, I classify a YouTuber as treated if she could increase the feasible
number of ad breaks in her videos after Oct 2015. Hence, I compute each YouTuber’s
share of videos between ten and fourteen minutes before and after Oct 2015; if this share
has increased by at least five percentage points, YouTuber i is assigned to the treatment
group (2, 513 YouTubers), and to the control group otherwise (8, 086 YouTubers).28
The baseline difference-in-differences regression is given by
P opvit = βDi ∗ postt + θXvit + φi + φt + vit ,

(2)

where Di indicates the treatment group, postt indicates all months after Oct 2015, Xvit
is a vector of control variables, and φi and φt are YouTuber and monthly fixed effects,
respectively. The dependent variable P opvit is a dummy variable equal to one if video v
of YouTuber i in month t is equipped with a popular keyword, and zero otherwise (see
Section 4.2 for details). Thus, I estimate a Linear Probability Model (LPM) and the
parameter β measures the average percentage point change in the probability to upload a
popular video for YouTubers in the treatment as opposed to the control group.

5.2. IV regression
5.2.1. Model
An OLS estimation of equation (2) is unlikely to yield a causal estimate of the effect of
advertising on the probability to upload popular content for three interrelated reasons.
First, YouTubers can self-select into the treatment group. This applies, for instance, to
particularly money-loving YouTubers. If these YouTubers are at the same time more likely
to upload popular content, the OLS estimate for β would be upward biased. Similarly,
omitted YouTuber specific time-varying factors that are neither captured in the YouTuber
nor in the monthly fixed effects may drive P opvit and Di at the same time. To stick with
the example from above, some YouTubers may develop a taste for money over time. If
these YouTubers are more likely to upload popular content, the OLS estimate of β would,
28

See Appendix A.2 for robustness checks that use other classifications of the treatment and the control
group.
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again, be upward biased. Finally, reverse causality may generate a spurious relationship
between P opvit and Di . If, for instance, YouTubers who produce more popular content
are more likely and more willing to increase their number of ad breaks per video, the OLS
estimate for β would be upward biased, too.
To account for the endogeneity in Di , I use YouTubers’ median video duration before
Oct 2015 as an instrument for Di . The first stage equation is given by
Di ∗ postt = πclosei ∗ postt + θXvit + φi + φt + uvit

(3)

where closei denotes the instrument for Di . The interpretation is as follows. If closei is
a valid instrument (a discussion follows in Section 5.2.3), it initiates a causal chain. As
good as random variation in closei generates as good as random variation in Di , which is
isolated by the first stage. Using this exogenous variation, I can consistently estimate β
in equation (2) using Two Stage Least Squares (2SLS).
The reduced form of equations (2) and (3) is given by
P opvit = γclosei ∗ postt + θXvit + φi + φt + vvit .

(4)

The parameters β in equation (2) and γ from equation (4) give answers to different questions. γ is the average effect of an additional unit of closei on the difference in the
probability to upload popular content before and after Oct 2015 between YouTubers in
the treatment and in the control group. In other words, γ measures how a better chance
to increase your number of ad breaks via producing longer videos affects popular content.
In contrast to that, β is the average effect of the actual treatment status Di on the difference in the probability to upload popular content before and after Oct 2015 between
YouTubers in the treatment and in the control group.
5.2.2. Instrument heterogeneity
The instrument closei is likely to affect different YouTubers to different extents. In particular, some YouTubers’ treatment status may be entirely unchanged. These are, on the one
hand, YouTubers who have no interest in uploading longer videos to increase the feasible
number of ad breaks, no matter of how close they are to the ten minutes threshold. On
the other hand, YouTubers who pursue the treatment irrespective of their distance to the
threshold are also unaffected. Thus, the 2SLS estimate for β from equations (2) and (4)
measures a Local Average Treatment Effect (LAT E, see Angrist and Imbens, 1995), i.e.,
the weighted average of the individual treatment effects, where the weights capture the
effect of πi , i.e., how much the instrument closei affects P r(Di = 1).
5.2.3. Instrument validity
The validity of closei as instrument for Di hinges on four requirements: Instrument relevance, the exclusion restriction, instrument independence, and monotonicity. These re-
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quirements are now discussed.
Instrument relevance

First of all, the first stage must be non-zero, which means that

closei must be correlated to Di . This is a plausible assumption. The closer a YouTuber’s
position to the ten minutes threshold before Oct 2015, the easier it is to produce videos
that are ten minutes or longer after Oct 2015, for instance, because she does not have
to deviate too far from her former concepts or because she does not have to spend much
additional effort. Illustrative evidence is provided by Figures 5, 7, and 9 in Section 4.4.
Moreover, a bivariate regression of Di on closei yields a t-statistic of around 15. Finally,
the first stage diagnostics discussed in Section 6.1 confirm the instrument’s relevance.
Exclusion restriction Second, closei must operate through a single, known channel. In
other words, the instrument must not be directly correlated to the dependent variable
P opvit . This is a plausible assumption, too. A YouTuber’s median video duration before
Oct 2015 – when the YouTubers who are included into the analysis were ignorant of the ten
minutes trick’s existence – is most likely a result of her personal style, taste, or preferred
level of effort and orthogonal to whether the video covers popular topics or not.
The panel structure of my dataset allows me to conduct an event study that checks
the plausibility of the exclusion restriction. Based on the reduced form equation (4), I
interact closei with each monthly dummy, using Oct 2015 (t = 34) as the baseline. This
specification allows me to treat the coefficients of the interaction terms as the effect of
closei on P opvit relative to a base month just before YouTubers could start to adapt their
content. The event-study regression equation is given by
P opvit =

33
X
τ =1

γτ closei ∗ preτ +

49
X

γτ closei ∗ postτ + θXvit + φi + φt + vvit

(5)

τ =35

The interpretation of this approach is as follows. While the indirect impact of closei on
P opvit may accumulate over time, it should not begin before YouTubers became aware
of the new ad break tool, i.e., before the treatment status Di was switched on for the
YouTubers in the treatment group. Thus, if the only way closei affects the dependent
variable P opvit is via the treatment status Di , then all estimates γτ , τ ≤ 33, must fluctuate
around zero and be statistically insignificant. In contrast, the estimates γτ , τ ≥ 33, should
be unequal to zero and statistically significant. Note that this is analogous to checking
the validity of a parallel trends assumption.
Instrument independence Distinct from the exclusion restriction, the instrument closei
must be as good as randomly assigned, i.e., potential outcomes and potential treatments
need to be independent of the instrument. In other words, the first stage must capture
the causal effect of closei on Di . Note that reverse causality is of no concern here, because
closei is by definition determined before and Di after Oct 2015. Yet, YouTuber specific
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time-varying factors that drive both closei and Di as well as potential manipulation of
closei may be an issue.
As argued in Section 3, it is unlikely that the YouTubers in my sample manipulate
their median video duration closei based on YouTube’s discontinuous mapping from video
duration to the feasible number of ad breaks. First, the ten minutes trick was unknown
until Oct 2015. Thus, the YouTubers were not aware of the option to increase their number
of ad breaks per video and therefore could not choose closei strategically. Similarly,
YouTube did not announce the new ad break tool before it was launched, which means
that the knowledge of the ten minutes trick must have caught the YouTubers unprepared.29
Third, the YouTubers do not directly benefit from higher values of closei , since the number
of ad breaks is limited to one irrespective of how close their are to the threshold. Indeed,
actively positioning oneself close to the threshold would imply that YouTubers knew about
its existence. If, in turn, YouTubers knew about the threshold, they would either exploit
or ignore it, but certainly not purposely move closer towards it. In sum, a manipulation
of closei on behalf of the YouTubers is unlikely.
It remains to discuss the occurrence of YouTuber specific time-varying factors that
might drive both closei and Di . It is plausible to assume that the treatment status Di
depends YouTubers’ commercial interests. In contrast to that, as argued in the previous
paragraph, money-related factors are unlikely to be a driving force behind closei , which
is a strong argument against common causes of closei and Di . Nevertheless, it might be
that a YouTuber’s commercial interests changed over time and thereby also the content she
produces which might, in turn, indirectly affect closei . To this end, Xvit includes a dummy
for each video category. Thus, I control for intrinsic characteristics of different types of
content to ensure that the instrument closei is – in any case – conditionally independent.
I conclude the assumption of instrument independence is likely to be fulfilled.
Monotonicity

Finally, while closei may have no effect on some YouTubers (see Section

5.2.2), those who are affected must be affected in the same direction, i.e., πi ≥ 0 ∀ i.
Again, this is a plausible assumption. It is hard to believe that a high value of closei
would prohibit treatment from YouTubers who would have been treated if closei was
low. Figure 14 provides illustrative evidence. It plots all values of closei in the dataset
against their associated probability of treatment, P r(Di = 1). With the exception of some
outliers at the upper left and the lower right corner, the relationship between closei and
P r(Di = 1) is monotone and linear.
5.2.4. Further assumptions
When a YouTuber is treated – i.e., when she can increase the feasible number of ad breaks
in her videos – not only her treatment status Di changes, but inevitably also her videos’
duration increases. Hence, in addition to the requirements on the instrument closei , I
29

I searched several YouTube blogs (refs) for this event and found no entries from before Oct 2015.
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must also ensure that the videos’ duration as such does not affect the dependent variable
P opvit .
Standard regression discontinuity designs would include the running variable that determines the treatment status as a control. Simply controlling for video duration may,
however, be problematic in my application, since the videos’ duration after Oct 2015 is in
many cases manipulated in order to exploit the ten minutes threshold. In contrast to that,
the videos’ duration before Oct 2015 is more likely to be as good as randomly assigned.
Hence, I run the following regression
P opvit = δdurationvit + θXvit + φi + φt + vit | t ≤ 33

(6)

including only the time period before Oct 2015, where I expect δ to be close to zero and
statistically insignificant.

6. Results
6.1. Main results
Table 4 presents my main results. Columns 1 and 2 show the results from the potentially
biased OLS estimation of equation (2). The estimates are close to zero and not statistically
significant despite the large sample size. In contrast to that, the estimates obtained by
a 2SLS estimation of equations (2) and (3), displayed in columns 3 and 4, are negative
and statistically significant at the 1%-level. According to these estimates, an increase in
the feasible number of ad breaks per video decreases the probability to upload popular
content by about twenty percentage points. This effect size is considerable: it corresponds
to 40% of a standard deviation in the dependent variable P opvit . The large difference
between the OLS and the 2SLS estimates confirms the endogeneity concerns expressed
earlier: YouTubers’ self-selection into treatment, omitted YouTuber specific time-varying
factors as well as reverse causality may lead to an upward bias in β when not taken into
account.
The first stage diagnostics in columns 3 and 4 confirm the validity of my empirical
strategy. Having been closer to the ten minutes threshold before Oct 2015 leads to a
higher treatment probability: an additional unit of closei (i.e., an additional minute)
increases the treatment probability by about 2.9 percentage points. The estimate is highly
statistically significant. Moreover, an F -statistic of around 144 demonstrates the strength
of the instrument (Kleibergen and Paap, 2006; Stock and Yogo, 2005).
Finally, columns 5 and 6 show the reduced form estimates from equation (4). As argued
in Section 5, these estimates measure the effect of an additional unit of closei on the probability to upload popular content. Consistent with the results from the 2SLS regression,
the estimates are negative: a one unit increase in closei leads to a 0.6 percentage point
reduction in the probability to upload popular content. Though small, the estimates are
statistically significant at the 1%-level.
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In sum, the results presented in Table 4 lead to the conclusion that the exogenous
increase in the feasible number of ad breaks per video causes a considerable reduction in
the probability to upload popular content. In other words, I find evidence of a causal
positive effect of advertising on content differentiation. The results match the theoretical
considerations discussed in Section 1. When the YouTubers increase the number of ad
breaks in their videos, they raise the ad “price” that their viewers have to pay. A higher
ad “price”, in turn, goes along with higher content differentiation. Viewed from a different
perspective, the ad “price” competition between YouTubers was more limited before than
after Oct 2015. This implies that the strategic effect on content choice became stronger
after Oct 2015, resulting in higher content differentiation.

6.2. Validity checks
The remainder of this section confirms the validity of my empirical strategy as discussed in
Section 5.2.3. Figure 15 presents the results of the event study. The dots connected by the
solid line display the estimates γτ from a regression of equation (5), the dashed lines depict
a 95% confidence interval. The estimates for γτ , τ ∈ [1, 33], fluctuate around zero without
a clear upward or downward trend. The lion’s share of these estimates is not statistically
significant at the 5%-level. In contrast to that, the estimates for γτ , τ ∈ [35, 49], are
negative and downward trending. Moreover, with the exception of July 2016 (τ = 43), the
estimates are statistically significant at the 5%-level. Based on these estimates, I conclude
that closei had no clear and statistically significant effect on the dependent variable P opvit
before Oct 2015, but that a clear negative and increasingly strong effect is visible after
Oct 2015. This finding strongly supports the assumption of the exclusion restriction.
Next, I consider the regression results from equation (6). Table 5 shows that the estimate
for δ in equation (6) is very small and statistically insignificant. Thus, I conclude that
video duration as such does not directly affect P opvit .30
The non-advertising YouTubers, whom I do not consider in the main analysis, let me
conduct two additional validity checks. Clearly, the non-advertising YouTubers’ content
choices are not driven by commercial considerations and are therefore independent of
the ten minutes trick. As a consequence, their probability to upload popular content
cannot be affected by the launch of the new ad break tool in Oct 2015. Thus, nonadvertising YouTubers who are classified as “treated” must have increased their share of
videos between ten and fourteen minutes for reasons other than exploiting the ten minutes
trick. This allows me to check if the increase in the ad “price” for viewers is indeed the
driving force behind the results discussed in Section 6.1: if this is true, β should be close
to zero and statistically insignificant when I estimate equations (2) and (3) by 2SLS on
the non-advertising YouTubers only.
The regression results presented in Table 6 are in line with these considerations. While
30

Strictly speaking, I can only claim this for the actual time period under consideration, i.e., for all months
before Oct 2015. There exists, however, no plausible argument against extrapolating this finding to the
entire time horizon.
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the potentially biased OLS estimates in columns 1 and 2 are positive and significant at
the 5%-level, both the IV estimates (columns 3 and 4), and the reduced form estimates
(columns 5 and 6) are close to zero and statistically insignificant. When controlling for
the video categories, the estimates even switch their sign from positive to negative.
In addition to that, I can conduct a further check of the plausibility of the exclusion
restriction. If the only way the instrument closei is affecting the dependent variable
P opvit is via the increase of the feasible number of ad breaks per video, then all estimates
γτ obtained when estimating equation (5) on the non-advertising YouTubers only must
be close to zero and be statistically insignificant, even after Oct 2015.
Figure 16 confirms that this is the case. In contrast to the event study performed on
the population of advertising YouTubers, the estimates γτ are close to zero and mostly
statistically insignificant during the entire time horizon, i.e., even after Oct 2015.

6.3. Effect heterogeneity
The adaption of video content entails costs. The YouTubers must deviate from the content
they were producing when ignorant of the ten minutes threshold and develop new concepts
which may force them to focus on topics that they may be not intrinsically motivated to
cover. The larger a YouTubers’ audience, however, the higher is her benefit from additional
ad breaks and the higher is the probability that the additional ad revenue covers the arising
costs. Thus, the effect of advertising on content choice observed in Section 6.1 is likely to
be stronger for the YouTubers with a high subscriber count.
To study effect heterogeneity more closely, I split my sample and consider YouTubers
with at least 1,000 and YouTubers with fewer than 1,000 subscribers separately.31
Tables 7 and 8 show the results from regressing equations (2) and (3) on these two
subsamples, respectively. The potentially biased OLS estimates in columns 1 and 2 are
very close to zero and statistically insignificant in both cases. The 2SLS estimates in
columns 3 and 4, however, are very different for the two subsamples: while β in Table 7 is
even larger than the average effect reported in Section 4, it is close to zero and statistically
insignificant in Table 8. The reduced form estimates in columns 5 and 6 follow the same
pattern. Yet, the first stage effect is only around 15% smaller for YouTubers with fewer
than 1, 000 than for YouTubers with at least 1, 000 subscribers; the estimates are significant
at the 1% level in both subsample. Thus, while the size of the audience – and thereby
the amount of additional ad revenues – does not play a role for the YouTubers’ decision
whether to produce longer videos or not, it is crucial for whether the YouTubers are willing
to change the content of their videos. One potential interpretation of these results is that
YouTubers find it more costly to cover different topics in their videos than to fill some
additional time.
31

I picked this particular threshold, because YouTube has recently disabled all YouTube channels with
fewer than 1,000 subscribers from monetization, arguing that this is a meaningful threshold for a
channel to be considered “eligible” for monetization (see Section 2 for details). In addition, 1,000 is
roughly the median number of subscribers, so that I can split my sample into two parts of roughly the
same size.
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Next, I analyze effect heterogeneity between the different video categories. Some formats
may not be flexible regarding their typical video length. For instance, a music clip is
typically between three and five minutes long and cannot be easily extended to ten minutes
or more. In other words, I expect heterogeneity in the first stage estimates between the
fourteen video categories considered in the analysis.
Analogous to the procedure used above, I estimate equations (2) and (3) on fourteen
separate subsamples, each of which includes all the videos from a particular video category.
The results of the fourteen 2SLS estimations are presented in Table ??.32 As expected,
there are striking differences in terms of the first and also in terms of the second stage
effects between the categories. The first stage effect is close to zero and statistically
insignificant for the categories “Music”, “Let’s Play”, and “Comedy”; the estimates for
the former two categories are even negative.33 As argued, music videos’ duration cannot
easily be stretched. Similarly, comedy videos might become boring if they are too long.
The Let’s Play videos in the dataset are often based on YouTubers completing levels of
video games, many of which include time restrictions.34 I find the largest first stage effects
for the categories “Cars & Vehicles”, “Pets & Animals”, and “Sports”; the estimates for
the remaining categories are similar to the results presented in Section 6.1.
There exists heterogeneity in terms of the second stage effects, too. I discuss only
the categories with a first stage F -statistic beyond 10. All 2SLS estimates are negative,
but their size ranges from −0.065 (“Cars & Vehicles”) to −0.875 (“Film & Animation”),
and only the estimates for the categories “Film & Animation”, “People & Blogs”, and
“Entertainment” are statistically significant. These are, however, the categories with
the largest number of observations. Thus, while all YouTubers whom I consider here
are willing to produce longer videos, only those who self-select into the categories “Film
& Animation”, “People & Blogs”, and “Entertainment” also adapt the content of their
videos.35
In sum, the results obtained from a closer analysis of effect heterogeneity – both in
terms of audience size and video category – support the plausibility of my main findings
from Section 6.1.

6.4. Degree of differentiation
Having established that an increase in the feasible number of ad breaks leads to an increase
in content differentiation, this section investigates how “far” the YouTubers move into the
32

The potentially biased OLS regressions and the reduced form estimates are left out for the sake of
brevity. Moreover, no controls are added. The vector Xvit contains dummies that indicate the video
genres; these variables are meaningless when considering only one video category at a time.
33
The first stage estimate for the category “Nonprofit & Activism” is statistically insignificant, too. However, given that the point estimate is not close to zero – as in the other cases – this is likely a result of
the small number of observations.
34
The majority of the “Let’s Play” videos documents how the YouTuber is playing video games and is
thereby longer than ten minutes. Most “Let’s Players” are therefore excluded from the analyses. See
Section 4.3 for details.
35
Influencers and Socialblade.
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niches. A straight-forward way to answer this question is to augment the estimation
procedure from Section 5 by replacing the dependent variable P opvit in equation (2) by a
series of dummy variables that indicate whether video v of YouTuber i in month t covers
less popular or even niche content. To this end, I return to the distribution of most viewed
keywords during a given month for a given video category (see Section 4.2 for details).
I generate five additional dummy variables that are equal to one if a video is equipped
with a keyword that belongs (i) to the 1st till 10th , (ii) to the 10th till 25th , (iii) to the
25th till 50th , (iv) to the 50th till 75th , and (v) to the 75th till 100th percentile of that
distribution.36 These dummies replace the main dependent variable P opvit .
Table XXX shows the results.
WORK IN PROGRESS

7. Mechanism
Next, I shed more light on the mechanism that drives the results from Section 6. Following the theoretical considerations in Section 1, the option to increase their ad “price”
lets YouTubers differentiate their content to soften the ad “price” competition, i.e., the
direct effect on content choice becomes stronger. A theoretical implication is that the
viewers’ demand becomes less “price” elastic (ref). In other words, when the YouTubers
differentiate their content, each YouTuber exerts more monopoly power over the content
she produces, and the viewers cannot switch so easily between the YouTubers anymore.
To check if this is indeed the case, I examine whether the YouTubers’ audience has
become more stable since Oct 2015. Detailed information on a video’s viewers, however,
does not exist. Instead, I use the YouTube Data API to collect data on each video’s
comments and the commenting users’ nicknames.37 For each YouTuber i, I compute the
number of unique commentators relative to the overall number of comments before and
after Oct 2015. If the above considerations are correct, this fraction should have increased
as a result of the higher degree of content differentiation.
WORK IN PROGRESS

8. Extensions
The focus of this paper is on the effect of advertising on content differentiation. Yet, it
is insightful to examine how further outcome variables, that are conceptually related to
video content as such, change. To obtain a more comprehensive picture of the mechanics
at work, this section examines how the videos’ quality and the YouTubers’ notion to use
clickbait evolve as a result to a higher feasible number of ad breaks per video.

36
37

I.e., in case (i), keywords beginning from the (1 + )th and including the 10th percentile are used.
The commentators’ nicknames and their comments were temporarily stored.
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8.1. Quality
The effect on video quality is a priori unclear. On the one hand, a higher number of ad
breaks per video implies that each viewer is ceteris paribus more valuable than before,
whereby the YouTubers’ incentive to produce high quality videos goes up. Moreover, the
YouTubers may want to counterbalance their viewers’ increased ad nuisance costs. On
the other hand, a higher number of ad breaks per video causes the YouTubers to alter
their content (see Section 6), which means that they might have to deviate from producing
content that they were more intrinsically motivated to cover. A lack of motivation and
passion could, in turn, have a negative effect on the videos’ quality. In addition, a higher
degree of content differentiation may not only soften the ad “price” competition, but also
competition in video quality (see, e.g., Bourreau, 2003). This idea is in line with the
results of Sun and Zhu (2013) who find that lower content differentiation – i.e., fiercer
competition – entails enhanced quality of the bloggers’ posts.3839
8.1.1. Baseline approach
I use three approaches to study how video quality has changed. In the baseline approach,
I replace the dependent variable P opvit in equation (2) by

Likes
Likes+Dislikes vit ,

i.e., a video’s

share of positive ratings. This measure is easy to implement and interpret. It mirrors,
however, the viewers’ general satisfaction with a video, which is not only determined by its
quality, but also by the viewers’ ad aversion. Thus, even if the videos’ quality enhances,
the fraction of positive ratings might decrease if the viewers’ additional ad nuisance costs
outweigh the positive effect of a higher video quality.
Table 10 shows the results.40 As before, the potentially biased OLS estimates in columns
1 and 2 are small and statistically insignificant. In contrast to that, the 2SLS estimates
in columns 3 and 4 are negative and statistically significant at the 1% level: an exogenous
increase in the number of ad breaks leads to a 4 percentage point reduction in the share
of positive ratings; this corresponds to 25% of a standard deviation in the dependent
variable. The reduced form estimates in columns 5 and 6 are in line with these results.
Thus, the baseline regression results suggest that the viewers’ satisfaction with the videos
went down. It is, however, unclear whether this effect is driven by a decrease in video
quality or by the viewers’ irritation stemming from the additional ad breaks.
8.1.2. Machine learning approach
In this section, I present an alternative approach to measure changes in video quality that
is based on state-of-the-art machine learning techniques and nets out the effect of viewers’
increased ad nuisance costs.
38

Sun and Zhu (2013) measure the blogs entries’ quality in terms of the number of bookmarks they receive.
In a different context, the models by Armstrong and Weeds (2007) and Weeds (2013) show that advertising revenue is associated with lower content quality.
40
I lose 77, 066 observations, because the videos have received neither likes nor dislikes.
39
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Many viewers express their opinion on a video by leaving a comment. I use the comments and ratings of the non-advertising YouTubers as a training set to obtain typical
phrases that appear beneath positively or negatively rated videos. These phrases trivially exclude comments or complaints about ad breaks. In the next step, based on the
phrases obtained from the training set, I let the algorithm predict the rating of videos by
advertising YouTubers. This metric is then used instead of

Likes
Likes+Dislikes vit

as dependent

variable.
WORK IN PROGRESS
8.1.3. Views
Finally, an increased number of views may indicate that the videos’ quality has increased.
YouTube officially counts a video view as a “view” if the viewer has watched the video for
at least thirty seconds; if a video is shorter than thirty seconds, the entire video must be
watched.41 Hence, if the videos become more engaging, a larger number of viewers will
watch the videos for more than thirty seconds, resulting in a higher view count. Moreover,
viewers may watch the videos repeatedly, leading to the same result.
I proceed as in Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.3. I replace the main dependent variable P opvit in
equation (2) with the log number of views that video v by YouTuber i uploaded in month
t has attracted, log(views)vit , and estimate equations (2) and (3) by 2SLS.
Table 11 presents the results. The estimates are positive and statistically significant at
the 1%-level throughout all specifications. According to the OLS estimates in columns 1
and 2, the average number of views per video has increased by about twenty percent for
YouTubers in the treatment group relative to YouTubers in the control group. The 2SLS
estimates in columns 3 and 4 are twice as large, whereby they match the pattern from the
reduced form estimates in columns 5 and 6. Thus, an increase in the feasible number of
ad breaks goes along with a higher number of views. This result stands in contrast to the
findings from Section 8.1.3. A possible explanation is that the videos’ quality increases,
whereby more viewers are attracted also re-watch the videos more often. At the same
time, however, viewers are irritated by the additional ad breaks, which they express by a
“dislike.”

8.2. Clickbait
As argued above, a higher number of ad breaks per video implies that every viewer is
ceteris paribus more valuable than before. As a consequence, the YouTubers’ incentive to
use clickbait, i.e., catchy titles for their videos, might increase. There are two main types of
clickbait in titles (ref). First, attention-grabbing words and phrases such as superlatives,
question and expression marks, and words like “secret”, “pregnant”, and “unbelievable”
41

See, e.g., https://marketingland.com/whats-a-video-view-on-facebook-only-3-seconds-vs30-at-youtube-128311 or https://www.filmora.io/community-blog/how-does-youtube-countviews-it\%E2\%80\%99s-not-as-simple-as-372.html. Viewed: Dec 2018.
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count as clickbait. Second, writing single words or even entire video titles in capital letters
catches the attention of viewers (ref).
To examine whether YouTubers who increase the number of ad breaks per video indeed
clickbait more often, I generate two dummy variables. The first dummy, ClickbaitW ordsvit ,
indicates whether a video’s title includes attention-grabbing words or phrases, see Table
12 for a complete list.42 The second dummy, ClickbaitCapitalvit , indicates whether a
video’s title includes at least one word that is entirely printed in capital letters, excluding
the most common abbreviations, see Table 12 for a complete list. Then, again, I replace
the dependent variable P opvit in equation (2) with these dummies.
Tables 14 and 15 show the results. All estimates in both tables are positive and statistically significant at the 1%-level throughout all specifications. According to the OLS
estimates, the treated YouTubers’ probability to use clickbait in terms of catchy words
and phrases increases by around 2.5 percentage points; the 2SLS estimates are around four
times as large. The results for clickbait in terms of capital letters are similar. According
to the OLS estimates, the treated YouTubers’ probability to use this type of clickbait
increases by 3.7 percentage points; the 2SLS estimates are, again, around four times as
large. Thus, YouTubers who increase the number of ad breaks in their videos are more
likely to lure viewers into watching their videos. This matches the considerations from
above: as every single viewer is more valuable to the YouTubers, they try to increase their
viewer count via clickbait. This could also partly explain the results from Section 8.1.3.

9. Conclusion
This paper demonstrates that an increase in the feasible number of ad breaks per video
has led to more content differentiation on YouTube. I find that the YouTubers’ average
probability to upload popular content decreased by about twenty percentage points if
they could increase the number of ad breaks in their videos. A broad range of robustness
checks confirms the validity of my empirical strategy and the plausibility of my results. A
particular strength of my analysis, moreover, is its high external validity. YouTube is a
video sharing platform with an enormous number of users from all over the world. This
reach ensures that many different types of YouTubers and viewers come together on the
platform, hence, my results are likely to be valid even beyond YouTube.
My paper makes an empirical contribution to the recent debate on the effect of advertising revenue on media content. In particular, it is the first empirical paper that opposes the
widespread opinion that advertising revenue leads to the inefficient duplication of popular
content. This is important for at least two reasons. First, advertising often underlies the
external regulation by policy makers. For instance, in the EU, the Audiovisual Media
Services Directive requires that the proportion of television advertising and teleshopping
spots within a given clock hour shall not exceed 20 % (Article 23 §1). Regulation au42

Unfortunately, till date I was unable to find a pre-specified dictionary that includes these words and
phrases.
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thorities often name the protection of consumers as the most important function of such
quantity restrictions (e.g. OFCOM 2011).43 While my results show that consumers are indeed irritated if the ad quantity increases, they additionally demonstrate that advertising
leads to higher content differentiation, which is likely to benefit the consumers.
Second, the argument that advertising funded broadcasting fails to adequately serve all
viewers’ preferences over content has been used in many countries as a basis for public
interventions in television broadcasting, often referred to as “public service broadcasting”,
with the aim of increasing content diversity and content quality.44 My results controvert
this argument in showing that an increases advertising quantity on YouTube entails more
content differentiation. The effect of advertising on content quality, on the other hand, is
ambiguous.
The results of my paper are limited in at least two respects. First, I do not discuss
any concerns related to commercial media bias, i.e., advertisers exerting pressure on the
media platforms’ content decisions. Given that there is no direct relationship between
YouTubers and advertisers, however, this issue is of minor importance in my application.
Finally, may paper remains agnostic about the welfare effects of advertising. I show that
advertising leads to more content differentiation, whereby the probability that a viewer
can watch her preferred video content increases. At the same time, however, the viewers
must pay a higher ad “price.” My results do not answer which effect overweights from a
welfare perspective and this question is left open for future research.

43

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/19083/advertising_minutage.pdf.
Viewed: Dec 2018.
44
See also Armstrong and Weeds (2007).
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A. Robustness checks
In this section I conduct additional robustness checks to support the validity of my main
results.

A.1. Placebo regressions
First, I conduct a series of placebo regressions to confirm that the instrument closei fulfills
the exclusion restriction. To this end, I augment the reduced form equation (4) to
P opvit = γP lacebo closei ∗ f akepostt + θXvit + φi + φt + vvit | t ≤ 33,

(7)

where in the first placebo regression, f akepostt is equal to one if t ≥ 3, in the second
placebo regression f akepostt is equal to one if t ≥ 4, and so on; in total, I run 29 placebo
regression. If closei has no direct effect on the YouTubers’ probability to upload popular
content, then YouTubers with different values of closei must not have been on different
trends in terms of P opvit before the new ad break tool was launched, i.e., before Oct 2015.
Hence, if closei fulfills this requirement, the estimates for γP lacebo must be close to zero
and statistically insignificant. The argument is thus similar to the motivation of the event
study in Section 5.2.3, with the exceptions that I do not estimate a series of interaction
terms in one but in several regressions and that I use only data from before Oct 2015 to
avoid picking up any effect stemming from the actual treatment.
I find that out of 29 placebo regressions, the estimate for γP lacebo is in three cases
significant at the 5%-level. Moreover, these estimates are positive.45 Thus, I conclude
that my results from Section 6.1 do not reflect different trends in terms of P opvit between
YouTubers with high and low values of closei .

A.2. Classification of the treatment group
In Section 5, I classify YouTubers as treated if their share of videos between ten and
fourteen minutes increased by at least five percentage points before and after Oct 2015.
Here I show that my results do not hinge on this specific classification.
First, I show that my results do not depend on the five percentage point cutoff. To
this end, I classify YouTubers as treated if their share of videos between ten and fourteen
minutes has increased by at least (i) one, (ii) ten, and (iii) twenty-five percentage points.
Table 16 shows the results from the 2SLS estimations of equations (2) and (3) using these
three alternative definitions of the treatment group. The estimates in columns 1 and 2 are
similar to the 2SLS estimates in Table 4. When classifying only YouTubers who increase
their share of videos between ten and fourteen minutes by at least ten percentage points,
however, the estimates are larger: the probability to upload popular content decreases by
around 35 to 36 percentage points for YouTubers in the treatment as compared to the
control group (columns 3 and 4). Thus, it seems as though the effect on content choice is
45

The results from the 29 regressions are omitted for brevity, but available upon request.
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larger the higher the share of videos with additional ad breaks. Indeed, when classifying
only YouTubers who increase their share of videos between ten and fourteen minutes by
at least twenty-five percentage points (columns 5 and 6), the 2SLS estimate is more than
ten times as large as in Table 4. This classification, however, has to be taken with some
caution. The first stage estimate and the corresponding F -statistic are comparatively
small. Moreover, classifying YouTubers whose share of videos between ten and fourteen
minutes has increased by “only” twenty percentage points as not treated, for instance,
may not be sensible.
Second, instead of using the YouTubers’ share of videos between ten and fourteen minutes, I consider the YouTubers’ share of videos that are ten minutes or longer before and
after Oct 2015. The YouTubers whose share has increased by at least five percentage
points are classified as treated, and as not treated otherwise. Table 17 shows that the
results are similar to the estimates in Table 4. The OLS estimates from the potentially
biased regression of equation (2) in columns 1 and 2 are close to zero and statistically
insignificant. In contrast to that, the IV estimates in columns 3 and 4, and the reduced
form estimates in columns 5 and 6 are negative and significant at the 1%-level. The 2SLS
estimates in Table 17 are smaller than the 2SLS estimates in Table 4, though. It is possible
that considering all videos that are ten minutes or longer, not only the videos just above
the ten minutes threshold, introduces more noise into the regression and thereby biases
the estimates towards zero.46

A.3. Definition of the instrument
The instrument closei is defined as the YouTubers’ median video duration before Oct 2015;
this value is supposed to indicate the YouTubers’ “position” on the x-axis in Figure A.6.
In other words, closei indicates a YouTuber’s “distance” to the ten minutes threshold.
The median video duration before Oct 2015 is the least arbitrary, but not the only
sensible choice of this metric. For instance, the 75th or even the 90th percentile of the
distribution of a YouTuber’s videos’ durations may also be valid indicators of her distance
to the ten minutes threshold. To explore the extend to which my results depend on the
definition of the instrument, I rerun the 2SLS estimation of equations (2) and (3) and
the reduced form estimation of equation (4) using (i) the 75th percentile (close75
i ) and (ii)
the 90th percentile (close90
i ) of the distribution of a YouTuber’s videos’ durations as an
instrument for Di .
Table 18 shows the results. The 2SLS estimates in columns 1 and 2 using close75
i as
an instrument for Di are negative, but smaller than the estimates in Table 4 and not
as statistically significant; the same applies to the reduced form estimates in columns 3
and 4. When using close90
i as an instrument for Di , the 2SLS estimates are larger than
the estimates in Table 4, but the reduced form estimates are smaller. The first stage
estimates are smaller in both cases. In sum, the results in Table 18 that rely on different
46

For instance, videos that are twenty or even thirty minutes long do not necessarily indicate that the
YouTuber is exploiting the ten minutes threshold out of economic incentives.
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definitions of the instrument point into the same direction as the results in Section 6.1,
whereby they confirm the validity of my empirical strategy. At the same time, the choice
of the YouTubers’ median video duration as the best indicator for their distance to the
ten minutes threshold is supported.

A.4. Time window
Next, I show that my results are robust to the selection of the time horizon. Section 4.3
explains why I cannot expand the analysis to earlier or later time periods, but I can rerun
the regressions from Section 5 on a shorter time horizon.
Table 19 shows the results from including only the time periods from Jan 2014 to July
2016 into the analysis, hence, I drop the twelve first and the six last months. The results
are similar to the results presented in Section 6.1, but the 2SLS estimates in columns 3
and 4 and the reduced form estimates in columns 5 and 6 are smaller. This is no surprise.
The results from the event study in Section 6.2 show that the effect of an increase in the
feasible number of ad breaks per video on content differentiation is becoming stronger over
time, thus, excluding the last six months from the analysis results in smaller estimates.

A.5. YouTubers included into the main analysis
Following the stylized example in Section 3, I include only YouTubers “left” to the ten
minutes threshold into the analysis, where I define the position as a YouTuber’s median
video duration and drop all YouTubers for whom this value is larger than ten. The main
idea is to keep only YouTubers who were ignorant of the ten minutes trick before Oct
2015.
Albeit being straightforward, one may argue that this selection is not strict enough. For
instance, if a YouTuber’s median video duration before Oct 2015 is equal to nine minutes,
a large share of her videos may be ten minutes or longer, which implies that she might have
come across the ten minutes trick before Oct 2015. To check if my results from Section
6.1 are sensitive to a different – in particular, a stricter – selection of YouTubers, I rerun
the analyses (i) including only YouTubers whose median video duration before Oct 2015
is smaller than seven and a half minutes and (ii) including only YouTubers whose 90th
percentile of the distribution of their videos’ durations is smaller than ten minutes.
Tables 20 and 21 show the results. In both cases, the OLS estimates in columns 1 and
2 are small and statistically insignificant. The 2SLS estimates in columns 3 and 4 are
slightly larger than the 2SLS estimates in Table 4. The first stage estimates (columns 3
and 4) as well as the reduced form estimates (columns 5 and 6) in Tables 20 and 21 are
nearly twice as large as the corresponding estimates in Table 4. A possible explanation is
that the stricter selection process implies that the YouTubers who are considered in this
section have more “room” to react to the newly acquired knowledge of the ten minutes
trick. In sum, however, I conclude that my results are robust to a stricter selection of
YouTubers included in the analysis.
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A.6. Popular Content
Finally, I probe the robustness of my results with respect to the definition of the dependent variable P opvit . In the main analysis, I compute for each category, for each month
how many views a certain keyword has attracted and classify the upper percent of this
distribution as “popular.” Columns 1 to 4 of Table XXX show that my results are robust
to classifying the upper half percent and the upper two percent of the distribution as
popular. In addition, columns 5 and 6 of Table XXX show that the results do not hinge
on using the number of views as the indicator of popularity; replacing views with likes
leads to similar results.
WORK IN PROGRESS
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Figure 1: Old ad break tool.

Figure 2: New ad break tool.
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Figure 3: Stylized Example
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video duration (min)

Figure 4: Trends in advertising vs. non-advertising YouTubers’ share of video between 10
and 14 minutes. The red bar depicts Oct 2015.

Figure 5: Trends in advertising YouTubers’ share of video between 10 and 14 minutes.
The red bar depicts Oct 2015.
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Figure 6: Histogram of the distribution of Figure 7: Histogram of the distribution of
video durations before Oct 2015 for
video durations after Oct 2015 for
YouTubers from the 70th to 80th
YouTubers from the 70th to 80th
percentile in median video duration
percentile in median video duration
before Oct 2015. The red bar debefore Oct 2015. The red bar depicts the ten minutes threshold.
picts the ten minutes threshold.

Figure 8: Histogram of the distribution of Figure 9: Histogram of the distribution of
video durations before Oct 2015 for
video durations after Oct 2015 for
YouTubers from the 20th to 30th
YouTubers from the 20th to 30th
percentile in median video duration
percentile in median video duration
before Oct 2015. The red bar debefore Oct 2015. The red bar depicts the ten minutes threshold.
picts the ten minutes threshold.
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Figure 10: McCrary test of the distribution Figure 11: McCrary test of the distribution
of video durations before Oct 2015
of video durations before Oct 2015
for YouTubers from the 70th to
for YouTubers from the 70th to
80th percentile in median video
80th percentile in median video
duration before Oct 2015. The
duration before Oct 2015. The
red bar depicts the ten minutes
red bar depicts the ten minutes
threshold.
threshold.

Figure 12: McCrary test of the distribution Figure 13: McCrary test of the distribution
of video durations before Oct 2015
of video durations before Oct 2015
for YouTubers from the 70th to
for YouTubers from the 70th to
80th percentile in median video
80th percentile in median video
duration before Oct 2015. The
duration before Oct 2015. The
red bar depicts the ten minutes
red bar depicts the ten minutes
threshold.
threshold.
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Figure 14: A plot of every value of closei on the average probability to be treated, P r(Di =
1).

Figure 15: Event study

Figure 16: Event study
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Table 1: Video categories and excluded keywords
Video category
Film & Animation
Cars & Vehicles
Pets & Animals
Music
Travel & Events
Sports
Let’s Play
People & Blogs
Comedy
Entertainment
How To & Style
Education
Science & Technology
Nonprofit & Activism

Keywords
film, animation, movie
car, vehicle, auto, fahrzeug
pet, animal, tier
music, musik
travel, event, reise
sports, sport
let’s play, gaming, game, spiel
people, blog, leute, menschen, vlog
comedy
entertainment, unterhaltung
how to, style, styling, praktisch,
education, bildung
wissenschaft, technik, science
activism, aktivismus, nonprofit

Notes: The left-hand side of this table lists YouTube’s video categories with the exception of the category “News & Politics” that was
excluded due to a change in YouTube’s monetization policy in 2017.
The right-hand side of the table lists the terms that were excluded
from the computation of most popular keywords. I excluded both the
English and the German version of these terms in case these are not
equivalent.

Table 2: Summary statistics
Variable
P opular content
Advertising Y ouT uber
post
Di
close
Subscribers
V ideo duration
Likes
Dislikes
V iews
Clickbait capital letters
Clickbait words

Mean
0.425
0.764
0.475
0.226
3.718
18,234.506
6.411
631.945
33.452
35,098.614
0.393
0.236

Std. Dev.
0.494
0.425
0.499
0.418
2.44
138,282.229
13.341
5,993.188
532.98
564,233.77
0.489
0.425

Min.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max.
1
1
1
1
9.992
6,581,640
1440.033
1,269,177
149,614
337,832,408
1
1

N
1,397,267
15,877
1,397,267
15,877
15,877
15,877
1,397,267
1,397,267
1,397,267
1,397,267
1,397,267
1,397,267

Notes: This table presents the summary statistics of all variables used in the analysis. The variables
P opular content, Advertising Y ouT uber, post, Di , and close are dummy variables. The variables
Advertising Y ouT uber, Di , close, and Subscribers are available only on the YouTuber level.
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Table 3: McCrary test
Figure

Estimate

Figure 10

0.1654
(0.0640)

Figure 11

0.4049
(0.0604)

Figure 12

0.0035
(0.1609)

Figure 13

0.2659
(0.1356)

Notes: Standard errors
in parentheses. The estimates depict discontinuity estimates (log difference in height) of a McCrary test with bin width
1 and band width 60.

Table 4: Main Results

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.009
(0.0078)

0.006
(0.0077)

-0.209∗∗∗
(0.0505)

-0.200∗∗∗
(0.0491)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.0285∗∗∗
(0.0023)

0.0286∗∗∗
(0.0023)

144.13

143.85

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.006∗∗∗
(0.0013)

-0.006∗∗∗
(0.001)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy variable
equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword, and 0 otherwise.
The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. Standard errors are clustered on the
YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 5: Validity Check

video
duration
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos
R2

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

0.0000760
(0.000103)

0.0000125
(0.000101)

X
X

X
X
X

10,113
566,079
0.404

10,113
566,079
0.412

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which
is a dummy variable equal to 1 if video v of
YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped
with a popular keyword, and 0 otherwise. The
estimates are based on using the advertising
YouTubers only. Moreover, the estimates are
based on a regression that excludes all months
t ≥ 34. Standard errors are clustered on the
YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗
p < 0.01

Table 6: Main results non-advertisers

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.033∗∗
(0.0146)

0.0364∗∗
(0.0143)

0.0227
(0.0938)

-0.0121
(0.0894)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.0237∗∗∗
(0.0035)

0.0237∗∗∗
(0.0035)

45.74

45.81

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

0.0005
(0.0022)

-0.0002
(0.0021)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

5,278
329,725

5,278
329,725

5,278
329,725

5,278
329,725

5,278
329,725

5,278
329,725

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy
variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword, and
0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the non-advertising YouTubers only. Standard errors are
clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 7: Main Regression, subscribers ≥ 1, 000

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.009
(0.0099)

0.008
(0.0097)

-0.259∗∗∗
(0.0689)

-0.238∗∗∗
(0.0662)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.028∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.028∗∗∗
(0.003)

83.08

83.23

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.007∗∗∗
(0.002)

-0.007∗∗∗
(0.002)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

5,182
677,590

5,182
677,590

5,182
677,590

5,182
677,590

5,182
677,590

5,182
677,590

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy
variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword,
and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. Moreover, only
YouTubers with at least 1, 000 subscribers are included. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber
level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 8: Main Regression, subscribers < 1, 000

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.015
(0.012)

0.008
(0.012)

-0.050
(0.082)

-0.069
(0.082)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.0247∗∗∗
(0.0035)

0.0245∗∗∗
(0.0036)

48.26

47.79

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.001
(0.002)

-0.002
(0.002)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

5,416
389,952

5,416
389,952

5,416
389,952

5,416
389,952

5,416
389,952

5,416
389,952

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy
variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword, and 0
otherwise. The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. Moreover, only YouTubers
with fewer than 1, 000 subscribers are included. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗
p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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2,302
93,616

1,543
87,945

X
X

X
X
1,382
25,512

X
X

0.07

-0.004
(0.016)

1.967
(6.113)

(3)
Music

838
25,963

X
X

4.85

0.037∗∗
(0.017)

0.163
(0.180)

(4)
Pets and
Animals

1,776
96,645

X
X

14.71

0.035∗∗∗
(0.009)

-0.107
(0.136)

(5)
Sports

1,764
62,041

X
X

8.31

0.030∗∗∗
(0.010)

0.132
(0.140)

(6)
Travel and
Events

827
82,650

X
X

1.05

-0.009
(0.009)

-0.576
(0.773)

(7)
Let’s
Play

4,724
200097

X
X

30.87

0.031∗∗∗
(0.006)

-0.259∗∗
(0.112)

(8)
People
and Blogs

769
15,831

X
X

0.68

0.019
(0.023)

-0.587
(1.019)

(9)
Comedy

Table 9: Main results per video category

4,207
224,739

X
X

26.91

0.028∗∗∗
(0.005)

-0.255∗∗
(0.126)

(10)
Entertainment

1,462
77,593

X
X

11.11

0.028∗∗∗
(0.009)

-0.233
(0.187)

(11)
How To
and Style

906
43,446

X
X

5.21

0.027∗∗
(0.012)

-0.124
(0.259)

(12)
Education

868
13,951

X
X

1.59

0.021∗∗∗
(0.017)

-0.645
(0.776)

(13)
Science
and Techn.

430
11,622

X
X

1.6

0.038
(0.030)

-0.0415
(0.224)

(14)
Nonprofit
and Activ.

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a
popular keyword, and 0 otherwise. Each column displays the results of a 2SLS estimation including only the observations from one particular video category. The estimates are based on
using the advertising YouTubers only. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

YouTubers
Videos

21.24

0.044∗∗∗
(0.010)

0.023∗∗∗
(0.006)

First stage

13.77

-0.0652
(0.0950)

-0.875∗∗∗
(0.326)

Di ∗ postt

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE

(2)
Cars and
Vehicles

(1)
Film and
Animation

Table 10: Quality (baseline)

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

-0.0001
(0.0015)

0.0001
(0.0015)

-0.041∗∗∗
(0.0108)

-0.040∗∗∗
(0.0108)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.028∗∗∗
(0.0025)

0.028∗∗∗
(0.0024)

130.86

130.60

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.001∗∗∗
(0.0003)

-0.001∗∗∗
(0.0003)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,594
990,476

10,594
990,476

10,594
990,476

10,594
990,476

10,594
990,476

10,594
990,476

Likes
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is Likes+Dislikes
, i.e., a the
vit
share of positive ratings for video v of YouTuber i in month t. The estimates are based on using the
advertising YouTubers only. Videos that received neither likes nor dislikes are excluded from the analysis.
Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 11: Quality (views)

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.207∗∗∗
(0.0201)

0.210∗∗∗
(0.0261)

0.436∗∗∗
(0.1586)

0.469∗∗∗
(0.1592)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.0285∗∗∗
(0.0023)

0.0286∗∗∗
(0.0023)

144.13

143.85

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

0.0125∗∗∗
(0.0044)

0.0134∗∗∗
(0.0044)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is log(views)vit , which is the logarithm
of the views video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t has received. The estimates are based on using the
advertising YouTubers only. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗
p < 0.01
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Table 12: Clickbait (Words and Phrases)
Words and
extrem
mega
omg
heftig
krass
ultimativ
ultra
unglaublich
unfassbar
fantastisch
geheim
gigantisch
genial
geil

Phrases that
schwanger
hochzeit
heirat
geheimnis
super
nicht gedacht
achtung
nie mehr
wow
wtf
xl
xxl
xxxl
riesen

indicate clickbait
!
?
deshalb
darum
diese
dieser
diesem
diesen
trick
lol
lmao

Notes: This table lists terms and phrases that classify
clickbait. If the title of video v includes at least one of
these terms, it is assigned a dummy variable that indicates clickbait via the choice of words. In addition to
the terms and phrases in Table 12 I also searched for the
superlatives of adjectives which are in German indicates
by the word endings “ste”, “ster”, and “sten”, and for a
range of emojies that are omitted from the table.

Table 13: Clickbait (Excluded
abbreviations)
Excluded abbreviations
HD
II
A320 FC
DVD III
A319 FCB
VW
PS
NRW USB
BMW PS2
4D
NL
3D
PS02 VS
2K
4K
TV
AMV FSK
I
ARD V2
BFX
AG
ZDF MC
WDR
DJ
DIY 2K
2D
CD
UK
Notes: This table lists the excluded abbreviations from the examination of upper case letters is
video titles.
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Table 14: Clickbait (words and phrases)

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.0249∗∗∗
(0.0053)

0.0247∗∗∗
(0.0053)

0.116∗∗∗
(0.034)

0.119∗∗∗
(0.034)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.0285∗∗∗
(0.0023)

0.0286∗∗∗
(0.0023)

144.13

143.85

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

0.0033∗∗∗
(0.0009)

0.0034∗∗∗
(0.0009)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is ClickbaitW ordsvit which is a
dummy variable equal to 1 if the title of video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is includes a word or
phrase that indicates clickbait, and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers
only. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 15: Clickbait (capital letters)

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.037∗∗∗
(0.0066)

0.037∗∗∗
(0.0066)

0.147∗∗∗
(0.040)

0.157∗∗∗
(0.040)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.0285∗∗∗
(0.0023)

0.0286∗∗∗
(0.0023)

144.13

143.85

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

0.0042∗∗∗
(0.0011)

0.0045∗∗∗
(0.0011)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is ClickbaitCapitalvit which is a
dummy variable equal to 1 if the title of video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t includes at least one
word printed in capital letters (excluding the terms in Table 13), and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based
on using the advertising YouTubers only. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 16: Different classifications of the treatment group I
1%
(1)

1%
(2)

10%
(3)

10%
(4)

25%
(5)

25%
(6)

Di ∗ postt

-0.245∗∗∗
(0.008)

-0.234∗∗∗
(0.008)

-0.362∗∗∗
(0.090)

-0.347∗∗∗
(0.087)

-2.693∗∗∗
(0.966)

-2.581∗∗∗
(0.928)

First stage

0.024 ∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.024∗∗∗
(0.002)

0.016∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.016∗∗∗
(0.002)

0.002∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.002∗∗∗
(0.001)

73.31

73.33

92.66

92.89

13.42

13.27

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy
variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword,
and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. In columns 1 and
2, YouTubers who have increased their share of videos between ten and fourteen minutes by at least 1
percentage point after Oct 2015 are classified as treated. Analogously, in columns 3 and 4 (5 and 6),
YouTubers who have increased their share of videos between ten and fourteen minutes by at least 10 (25)
percentage point after Oct 2015 are classified as treated. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber
level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 17: Different classifications of the treatment group II

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.005
(0.007)

-0.0001
(0.007)

-0.151∗∗∗
(0.036)

-0.145∗∗∗
(0.035)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.039∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.039∗∗∗
(0.003)

207.91

208.62

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.005
(0.001)

-0.006
(.001)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy variable
equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword, and 0 otherwise.
The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. Moreover, YouTubers who have increased
their share of videos that are ten minutes or longer by at least five percentage points are classified as treatded.
Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 18: Alternative definitions of the instrument

Di ∗ postt

2SLS
(1)

2SLS
(2)

Red. F.
(3)

-0.131∗
(0.074)

-0.148∗∗
(0.074)
-0.0009∗
(0.0005)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

Red. F.
(4)

2SLS
(5)

2SLS
(6)

-0.376∗∗
(0.147)

-0.425∗∗∗
(0.161)

-0.001∗∗
(0.0005)

Red. F.
(7)

Red. F.
(8)

-0.0008∗∗∗
(0.0003)

-0.0009∗∗∗
(0.0003)

0.007∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.007∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.002∗∗∗
(0.0005)

0.002∗∗∗
(0.0006)

24.71

24.58

14.68

14.34

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

10,599
1,067,542

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy variable equal to 1 if video v
of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword, and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the
advertising YouTubers only. Moreover, in columns 1 to 4 (5 to 8), the instrument closei is defined as the 75th (90th ) percentile in the
distribution of video durations of YouTuber i before Oct 2015. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 19: Shorter time horizon

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.008
(0.008)

0.005
(0.008)

-0.131∗∗∗
(0.048)

-0.130∗∗∗
(0.047)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.029∗∗∗
(0.002)

.029∗∗∗
(0.002)

147.47

147.48

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.004∗∗∗
(0.001)

-0.004∗∗∗
(0.001)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10,513
745,219

10,513
745,219

10,513
745,219

10,513
745,219

10,513
745,219

10,513
745,219

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy
variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword,
and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. Moreover, only the
periods t ∈ [13, 43] are included into the analysis. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level.
∗
p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 20: Alternative selection of YouTubers I

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.007
(0.008)

0.005
(0.008)

-0.246∗∗∗
(0.050)

-0.240∗∗∗
(0.049)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.040∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.040∗∗∗
(0.003)

161.21

160.26

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.010∗∗∗
(0.002)

-0.010∗∗∗
(0.002)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

9,519
923,189

9,519
923,189

9,519
923,189

9,519
923,189

9,519
923,189

9,519
923,189

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy
variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword,
and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. Moreover, only
YouTubers whose value of closei is smaller than 7.5 are included into the analysis. Standard errors are
clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 21: Alternative selection of YouTubers II

Di ∗ postt

OLS
(1)

OLS
(2)

2SLS
(3)

2SLS
(4)

0.009
(0.011)

0.005
(0.010)

-0.213∗∗∗
(0.057)

-0.234∗∗∗
(0.056)

closei ∗ postt
First stage

F -test of excluded
instruments
Time FE
YouTuber FE
Controls
YouTubers
Videos

0.054∗∗∗
(0.005)

0.053∗∗∗
(0.005)

135.13

134.03

Red. Form
(5)

Red. Form
(6)

-0.011∗∗∗
(0.003)

-0.012∗∗∗
(0.002)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

6,891
610,496

6,891
610,496

6,891
610,496

6,891
610,496

6,891
610,496

6,891
610,496

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is P opvit which is a dummy
variable equal to 1 if video v of YouTuber i uploaded in month t is equipped with a popular keyword,
and 0 otherwise. The estimates are based on using the advertising YouTubers only. Moreover, only
YouTubers whose 90th percentile of the distribution of their videos’ duration before Oct 2015 are
included into the analysis. Standard errors are clustered on the YouTuber level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗
p < 0.01
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